Rbsum6.-Nous avons mesur6 l'attgnuation critique dans l'hglium liquide de 0,55 2 1,7 GHz. pour T < T X , nous analysons nos rgsultats comme la s o m e d'une fonction d'gchelle du type fluctuation du parambtre d'ordre et d'une faible contribution qui prgsente un maximum prbs de la transition.
Abstract.-We have measured the critical attenuation of liquid helium from 0.55 to 1.7 GHz. For T < T A , the results are analysed as the sum of a fluctuation type scaling function and a small contribution which has a maximum close to the transition. Before we examine our own experimental results, let us recall the results obtained / 1 / at low frequencies.
-For T>TX, the critical attenuation a is due to the fluctuations of the order parameter with a characte- -For T >Ti, as it is mentioned in reference /2/, there is a scaling function of wT, from low to high frequencies. We verify that the form of the scaling function is given by by expression (1).
-For T = Ti, the value of the attenuati~ncl~at the transition is an interesting result /1,2/. If at low frequencies (2.3 kHz to 600 kHz),aXa wl'l fits the result /I/, a fit up to I GHz /2/ need clXa w1'33 our results above 1 GHz move up this frequency dependence ; this effect is enhanced at 9 GHz.
-For T <TX, the attenuation exhibits a small maximum close to the transition ; this maximum moves off the transition as w increases (from 2 mK at 550 MHz to 5 mK at 1700 MHz). Because this maximum is small, . We have then to interpret this maximum of a the intensity of which is approximatively proportional to w and which moves off the transition with increasing w : if we examine all the experimentally investigated frequencies ( 2.3 kHz to 9 GHz), we can follow this maximum from 2.3 kHz to 1.7 GHz (at 9 GHz it would be too tiny to be measurable because the other parts of the attenuation increase faster thanw). At low frequencies (k < 3 MHz), this maximum is obtained 2a by the symmetrization of the fluctuations around TX (this procedure is explained in /I/ ; the remaining peak is interpreted as a relaxation one (1) and it peaks at = 1. For intermediate frequencies (18.4 MHz and 163 MIz 2), such symmetrization is no more working because the two branches T> TI and T < T intersect. At our frequencies, the maxi-X mum ofamoves off the transition more slowly than the condition mT2 = 1 predicts it (at 1 GHz,TX-TMax % 4 or 5 mX instead of % 40 mK forwT2 = l).Rthough we can follow this peak from low to high frequencies we cannot call it a relaxation peak. Some workers have tried to explain this high frequency behaviour at very high frequencies, when w~, >> 1, the critical variation in helium is described / 6 / by a new 4 relaxation time T I % -(c,,velocity of first sound) sounds) ; such a time fits the results at 9 GHz /4/ but are not able to fit ours. An alternative explanation has been proposed in a recent paper / 7 / . It predicts a maximum of attenuation for k 5 % 1 (or w T,?. 1) with a strong frequency dependence (ci aw3) of its amplitude. But we do see a linear dependence of the maximum in w and we are in the frequency range where k 5 = 1 at IT -T~ I < 0.5 mK ; thus such a theory does not fit our results. tion in liquid helium 4 in the vicinity of I GHz.
The clearest point is that for T < T X our measuremento are fitted by a fluctuation scaling function 4 with a characteristic time T 2 % -. The evolution of a small maximum close to TX is observed but not explained.
